The completion of the metric space (|/f|,di) is called the ¿1-completion and is denoted by \K\ . In this paper, we prove that \K\ is an ¿2-manifold if and only if K is a combinatorial oo-manifold.
0. Introduction. Let K be a simplicial complex. The realization |if | of ii admits the metric di(x,y) = YI \x(v) ~y(v)l v<EK°w here x(v) and y(v), v E if0, are the barycentric coordinates of 2 and y respectively. The topology induced by di is the metric topology oí \K\ and the space |if | with this topology is denoted by \K\m. The completion of the metric space (\K\,d±) is called the li-completion of |if |m and is denoted by \K\ . In [Sai] , the author proved that \K\ is an ANR and the inclusion i: \K\m C \K\ is a fine homotopy equivalence, that is, for each open cover U of \K\ there is a map /: \K\ -> \K\m such that iof is Zi-homotopic to id and foi is z_1(£/)-homotopic to id, and conjectured that I if I is an /2-nianifold if if is a combinatorial oo-manifold. Here a combinatorial oo-manifold is a countable simplicial complex such that the star of each vertex is combinatorially equivalent to the countable-infinite full simplicial complex, namely a oo-simplex A°° (see [Sai] ). An l2-manifold is a separable manifold modeled on the Hilbert space l2. Let l2 be the linear span of the natural orthonormal basis of l2. A separable manifold modeled on the space l2 is called an V2-manifold. In [Sa2, 883] , it was shown that if is a combinatorial oo-manifold if and only if |if |m is an /{-manifold. The main result of this paper is the following MAIN THEOREM. A simplicial complex K is a combinatorial oo-manifold if 1-r'i and only if \K\ is an l2-manifold. and i = (0,1). The pseudo-boundary Q\s is a cap set for Q. (Refer to [An] and [Chi] .) A Q-manifold is a separable manifold modeled on the Hubert cube Q.
T. A. Chapman [Chi] proved that if M is a cap set for a Q-manifold X, then X\M is an ¿Vnianifold. T/ien X ¿a o Q-manifold and M is a cap set for X, hence X\M is an l2-manifold.
PROOF. It is easy to see that X is a Q-manifold by using Toruñczyk's characterization of Q-manifolds [To] . Since each compact set in a Q-manifold has a compact Q-manifold neighborhood (this can be easily seen by using [Cti2, Theorems 37.2 and 28.1]), we can write Mn = (J*=i Mn¿, n EN, where each Mn¿ is a compact Q-manifold, and Mn>i C intM" M"ti+i n intM"+1 Afw+i,¿.
Then observe that M = (JnLi Mn¡n. Since Mn is a Z-set in Mm for any m > n, it follows from (*) that Mn,n is a Z-set in X. Let A be a compact subset of X and let e > 0 and m E N. Since Mm is an ANR, there is a 8 > 0 such that any map /: A n Mm%m -* Mm with d(f, id) < 8 is e/3-homotopic to the inclusion A fi Mm,m C Mm. By (*), we have a map f:A-> Mn> for some n' > m such that f(A n Mm) C Mm and ci(/, id) < 8. Then /JA n Mm,m is e/3-homotopic to the 
Remarks.
For a contractible combinatorial oo-manifold if, c1q|ä"| is homeomorphic to Q by [Sa5, Corollary 2.3]. As seen in the proof of Theorem 2.2, t-JKf' = (t ■ clQ\K\)\{0} is a Z-set in ]k]Q = (clQ|if |)\{0} for 0 < t < 1. Since {0} is a Z-set in clg|if |, it follows that t ■ c\q]K\ is a Z-set in c\q\K] for 0 < f < 1.
Then as before, we can prove that clgliflVcl^lif^íclglifl)^1 is a cap set for clg|if |. Thus we have 3.1 PROPOSITION. For a contractible combinatorial oo-manifold K, the pair (clçlif |,cls+|if I) = (clg|if|, |if| ) is homeomorphic to (Q,s).
In connection with our results, the following general problem is very interesting. 
